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Multi-cloud Approaches Can Vary, 

But Share Common Ground on Setting a Trajectory
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Customers Default to Multi-cloud Environments
The Journey Begins with Private Cloud 
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Multi-Cloud Adoption by Type Multi-Cloud Connection Points
Q. Has your organization enabled any of the following clouds to 

interoperate? [MR]
Q. Over the next two years, how would you describe your organizations use 

of different on-premise & off-premise cloud environments? [SR]

n = 400

Source: IDC’s Cloud and AI Adoption Survey, January 2018



80% of Customers Report Cloud Repatriation Activities
More customers expect to repatriate workloads next year

Q. In the last year, has your organization migrated any applications or data that were primarily part of a public cloud 

environment to a private cloud or on-premises environment? 

Public Cloud Repatriation Rates

2018

2019

Q. Using your best guess, what proportion of the public cloud 

applications installed today will move to a private cloud, hosted 

private cloud or non-cloud environment over the next two years?

Percent of Public Applications Expected 

to Repatriate Over the Next Two Years 

(Average)

50%

Top Repatriation Drivers

Security

Performance

Cost

Control

Centralize/Reduce Shadow IT

19%

14%

12%

12%

11%

n = 400

Source: IDC’s Cloud and AI Adoption Survey, January 2018
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Cost control and compliance are the most visible challenges in a "multiple cloud" world for 

senior IT decision makers, but data portability is rising.
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Thinking about your current infrastructure, what are the most pressing multi-cloud data management priorities?

Source: IDC European Multicloud Infrastructure Survey, March 2018 (n = 651)



Digital transformation strategies — for which multi-cloud is a key component — are most used 

in large enterprises for benchmarking, while SMEs fall behind.
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▪The dominant key performance indicator for cloud usage in our company is: 

Source: IDC European Multicloud Infrastructure Survey, March 2018 (n = 651)



IDC Survey Spotlight
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What Data Services are Most Challenging for Large European 

Enterprises in Hybrid and Multi-cloud Environments?

In your hybrid and multi-cloud journeys, what are your key data services challenges for the next 12-18 months?
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All Large enterprisesSource: IDC European Multicloud Infrastructure Survey, March 2018 (n = 651)
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Portion Of Market Controlled by Big 16 Over Time
(Cloud Service Providers likely to generate >US$1B WW in 2017)
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Source: IDC Public Cloud Services Tracker (Final Historical 2017H2 Release, April 2018)
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Worldwide Cloud Predictions
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Executive Summary
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Multi-cloud is no longer a nice-to-have, but is the necessary path forward for companies 

looking to increase productivity, reduce costs, and enable DevOps initiatives

Less than 10% of European organizations are truly multi-cloud ready (pathfinders). Many are 

ahead in technology but lack sufficient strategic planning and internal expertise

Managing sprawling costs and ensuring data security are two of the greatest concerns for 

European organizations over the next 12 months, as they introduce new workloads and work 

toward compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
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Multi-cloud deployments are now the norm for enterprise organizations - less than 30% of 

customers report using single cloud environments.  Most customers leverage different cloud 

platforms across multiple service providers

80% of customers report repatriating workloads from public cloud environments.  On 

average, those respondents expect to move 50% of their public cloud applications to hosted 

private or on-premises locations over the next two years, but this doesn’t mean customers 

will consume 50% less public cloud

The modern enterprise, wants to extend the value of its classic applications. It has multiple 

options as it evaluates best fit and as its technical expertise with emerging cloud 

technologies improves. All enterprises  have more opportunities and capabilities to migrate 

or extend applications by leveraging alternate landing zones
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